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           A Reporter Calls at Easter 
If you have been to Grandview, you know we like to interview people in part so we can 

get to know each other. And you know that I usually like to throw in a surprise question or two, 
just to keep people on their toes.  Over the years, I have cut down on the difficulty of the surprise 
questions because I’ve been on the other side of the microphone enough times where I’ve been 
pretty stumped myself.  Let me tell you about a few of those times where I’ve been stumped. 

 A couple of years ago, Stephen Quinn from CBC radio interviewed me and started the 
interview by playing a clip of our neighbor offering a pretty harsh critique of our co-here  
building design and then asking me to respond.  I knew the neighbor and I didn’t expect that 
strong of a response so it took me a little time to recover.  That neighbor by the way quite likes 
how Co-here turned out.  It is pretty cool design for a building eh! 

The first time I was interviewed was after our church got hit by lightning 25 years ago. 
The strike knocked out windows on commercial drive as well as in cars driving by, lit the church 
steeple on fire and blew out our sound board.  One cheeky reporter asked me if I thought it was 
an act of God.  One of my friends thought that the lightening may have been an act of God 
because my sermon the previous Sunday was kind of revolting.  revolting – I didn’t think it was 
very funny either.  

What made me think of these tough questions though was an odd question from Lora 
Grindlay, a report from the Province newspaper who was doing a story for the newspaper on 
Easter for the Sunday paper.   She wanted to know what Easter meant, what I would be saying in 
my sermon that Sunday.  I loved those questions and was excited to share why Easter is THE 
great sign of hope.  That’s the theme I want to explore today – hope. She had one question 
though that had me scratching my head for awhile.  She asked us was whether as a clergy person, 
I was disappointed by the fact that some folks only show up at church at Christmas and Easter.   

I told Lora that if people show up for Christmas or Easter, it’s not because of guilt or 
some sort of cultural pressure. Those days are gone. Rather, in my experience, it’s usually out of 
curiosity that people show up.   Curiosity about whether there is something to this story that does 
offer hope.  If you are here because you are curious today about whether there is hope to be 
found, Easter is actually THE day to show up. 

More so than Christmas in fact.   Take away the story of Jesus’ birth and you only take 
out two or perhaps three passages in the New Testament.  Take away the Resurrection of Jesus 
and there is no New Testament.  There is no gospel, there is no good news. We wouldn’t be here 
today singing our lungs out. Take away the resurrection and our hope vanishes quicker than a 
chocolate Easter egg in Joy Banks’ hands.  Paul writes that if Jesus wasn’t raised from the dead, 
we might as well eat drink and party for tomorrow we may die.     

Paul’s quotation from the prophet Isaiah could have been the hashtag for the Epicurean 
philosophy of his day.  Epicureans weren’t sure about God but they were sure that if there was a 
God, this God wasn’t involved in the world.  And so whatever came our way, you just had to 
make the best of it. There was no divine help, no greater purpose to life, so the goal was to seek 
modest pleasures and avoid pain.  

 
 
 



                   Are You Keeping your Head Above the Despair Line? 
If you were to put a label on our dominant cultural approach to life, I think that Epicurean 

would fit the bill better than any other philosophy or way of life.  In Vancouver especially. 
 Here it seems so easy to live as though God isn’t involved in the world, as though we are left on 
our own to make the best of it. Our lofty goals can easily fizzle out to just finding a little pleasure 
and avoiding pain too.  Although we might not name it, we live in an Epicurean culture  

Now this approach to life may seem kind of relaxed and free, not half  bad when life is 
going well, but it doesn’t offer much when you are dealing with loss – whether from chronic, 
physical or mental illness; divorce;  unemployment; or a struggle to find housing. It certainly 
doesn’t offer much in the face of the big problems of our world like increasing inequality, racism 
or climate change. Neither does it offer much explanation or direction for the unquenchable deep 
desires within each of us. Perhaps the dominance of this approach to life is why one of my 
mentors suggested that most people he knows live just barely above the despair line.  Are you 
fighting to keep you head above the despair line?   

 
    Matthew’s Story of Jesus’ Resurrection  

If you are hovering around the despair line fighting for oxygen, Matthew’s story of Jesus 
resurrection comes as a breath of fresh air to fill your lungs. I want to invite you to breathe in this 
hope today. When you hear this story, it’s clear that Matthew is super excited to tell us it because  
he can barely get out the story fast enough.  Eight times in this story he uses a word in the Greek 
language he wrote in that is often translated as “suddenly” or “behold” or often doesn’t even get 
translated at all because people don’t know what to do with it.   One translator I think hit the 
mark when he translated it in English as “Guess what!” Guess what happened next! Oh, and 
guess what Jesus did! And guess what he said to them when he met them on the mountain!  
Matthew seems blown away himself by this story.  You can almost imagine him shifting one foot 
to the other and doing a little dance every once in a while much like some of you were doing 
while we sang as he writes down this story. 
 Listen again to how Matthew tells the story dramatized for us earlier.  The story begins 
with the dawning of a new day, a new week – something new is happening here.   Guess what 
happened! There was a rollicking earthquake: the world is being shaken up by this event, literally 
and figuratively.  Then a messenger, an angel appears who rolls away the stone in front of Jesus’ 
tomb.  And the angel is the first to announce the good news, the gospel: “He is not here; he is 
risen, just as he said.” The women see that the tomb is empty and they are filled with a mixture 
of terror and delight.  It’s all so unusual and unexpected. 
 So as they head to tell the male disciples as instructed by the angel, guess what happens? 
Jesus appears to these women.  They clasp his feet in awe and worship. Jesus tells them to go tell 
his brothers that he will meet them on the hill at Galilee.  And guess what!  Jesus appears to them 
too.  They worship him although some of them just are having a hard time wrapping their minds 
around what’s happening; a few of them doubt their own eyes.  Remember: As in the other 
resurrection accounts in the gospels, Jesus looks both the same and different.  They could touch 
him, they recognize him, but there’s something altogether new and different about his body too.  

Guess what happens next!  Jesus gives his followers a commission, a mission.  “Go and 
make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the father, the son and the Holy 
Spirit.”  And guess what! Jesus says: “I will be with you to the end of the age.” 

 
  



The Launching of New Creation 
Why is Matthew so excited to tell us this story? And back to the reporter’s question: 

What is the meaning of Easter we find articulated here in this story?  Why is this story flooded 
with hope? 

I want to shine the light on two reasons for hope that Matthew focuses upon in this story. 
The first is this:  Like all the gospel writers, Matthew tells this story in a way which announces 
that Jesus’ resurrection launches the renewal of the whole creation. If this story which begins on 
the first day of a new week reminds you of the opening pages of the Bible in Genesis 1 that many 
of you read last month, you are on the same wavelength as Matthew. That  first story of Creation 
begins on the first day of the week, when God separates the light from the darkness Here we are 
again in the gospel on the first day of the week, with darkness turning to light.  This is the first of 
many clues Matthew gives us to say “Here it is” -- The beginning of God’s renewed world. 

 Or note that in that first creation story, God who is the authority over life creates Adam and 
Eve and he gives them a great task to complete. God tells them to   be fruitful and increase in 
number, to obey God and fill the whole world.  Now here at the end of Matthew’s gospel after 
Jesus has overcome death, it is he  who is given all authority,  and it is Jesus who gives his 
disciples a great mission to complete, telling them to obey the way of life he has given them and 
to multiply among all nations.   It’s the creation story re-told.  For Matthew, Jesus’ resurrection 
is the lynchpin of history; Jesus is the one who has launched the renewal of all creation.  

That’s the primary meaning of the resurrection in all of the resurrection stories in the New 
Testament.  Sometimes Jesus’ resurrection is narrowed down to hope for life after death. And it 
does offer that great hope. But the primary meaning for the gospel writers is that Jesus’ 
resurrection is the launching point of God’s renewed and restored creation.  With Jesus’ 
resurrection, new creation has taken hold.  This is why hope is so large in this story.  

       
A Miracle Cure 

To help us see how large this hope is, I want to tell you another story of hope.  I was 
thinking about this story after I had coffee with my friend Rob Ogilvie, who is our 
denominational leader.  Rob was diagnosed with diabetes in her early 20’s.  The reason Rob is 
alive today is because of the discovery of insulin. Before insulin, diabetes was a feared disease 
that most certainly led to death. While scientists knew that the problem with diabetes was located 
in the pancreas, they didn’t know how to help the pancreas to do its job of regulating sugar 
inflow into the body.  

Then in October 1920 in Toronto, Dr. Frederick Banting, partnering with Charles Best, 
discovered that if they injected a ground up pancreas into dogs whose pancreas had been 
removed that the dogs blood sugar went down.  By giving the diabetic dog a few injections a 
day, Banting and Best could keep it healthy and free of symptoms.  

In January 1922, a 14-year-old boy, Leonard Thompson, was chosen as the first person 
with diabetes to receive insulin. The test was a success. Leonard, who before the insulin shots 
was near death, rapidly regained his strength and appetite.   Banting and Best went on to win the 
Nobel prize. And for good reason.  

Although insulin doesn't cure diabetes, it's one of the biggest discoveries in medicine. 
When it came, it was in the words of one historian “like a miracle.”  People with severe diabetes 
and only days left to live were saved. The discovery of Insulin is why Rob is still alive today.  
  I tell this story for three reasons. First, I like Rob. I’m glad he is alive.  Second, if insulin 
is a miracle drug that prolongs the lives of diabetes and gives hope, how much greater is the  



hope in the resurrection of Jesus.  For in Jesus resurrection, we are given hope not only that God 
is working to bring renewed life out of situations of death now, but that one day God will raise us 
from the dead into a renewed creation forever.  Are you seeing how big and huge the hope of  
Jesus’ resurrection is? 

Second, I tell this story because the gains of science and technology are often presented 
as our greatest hope.  Science is awesome. It has offered us many gains.  But what science 
doesn’t offer   -  and what the God of resurrection does – is victory over the destructive forces 
both within us and within the structures of our world – not just the extension of life, but the 
renewal of life after death. That is why it is Jesus’ resurrection that remains the turning point of 
history, not the enlightenment.  If you are putting your hope solely in science, your hope remain 
pretty slim in the face of loss, evil and death.   Put your hope in Jesus’ resurrection and you get 
the goodness of science and the hope for a renewed creation.  
 That’s why I told the reporter Lora Finday that the resurrection of Jesus is still the 
greatest hope the world has ever known. It isn’t just a great hope for Christians, it’s a great hope  
for the whole world, for the earth itself.  The one who brought the earth into being billions of 
years ago is fully committed to renew and restore and complete the work of creation.  If you are 
looking for a reason for hope, guess what:  Jesus’ resurrection offers a hope beyond what you 
can imagine! 
 

   Affirming the Way of Costly Love 
 That’s one reason this story oozes with hope.  Here’s one more reason for hope. Jesus’ 

resurrection is also the confirmation that costly love wins in the end. Costly love wins in the end. 
Throughout Matthew’s gospel, Jesus takes this way of costly love.  He opens his life to the 
poorest folks, he takes on the shame of those who were outsiders, he takes the heat from the 
rulers for standing up for truth, and he takes the path of crucifixion for the sake of the world.  
Moreover, he takes this road of costly love claiming that this is the way the kingdom of God 
would come on earth as it is in heaven, this is the way the he would deal with evil and bless all 
the nations of the world, just as God has promised to do though his people.  The question we are 
left wondering about as we read the gospel is this: will this way of costly love bring in the 
kingdom and rule of God as Jesus said?  Will this way of costly love bring about the renewed 
world God has promised to bring through his people? It’s the question his followers were 
scratching their heads over after his death.  It’s a question I hear many of you asking in your own 
stories. Is costly love worth it? Will it change the world?  

The resurrection gives an answer to that question. And the answer is Yes. Yes, with an 
exclamation mark. Yes, this is the way of God in the world. Yes, this is the way we are called to 
take. Yes, the way of costly love is indeed the way in which the renewal of the world will come.  
When Jesus is gathered with his disciples on the mountain, sending them out into the world, he 
summons them to make disciples of all nations, teaching them this way of costly love as the way 
that they can share in the world’s healing.   The resurrection affirms that sacrificial love will win 
in the end.   

Here’s the question:  Are you taking the road of costly love yourself? Are you persisting 
in this way of costly love, even when it is difficult, or when it isn’t bringing immediate change? 
If you are wondering whether costly love will work in the face of the problems you are in the 
middle of personally or that we are up against in our world, the resurrection is God’s answer to 
that question. And  that answer is a resounding Yes.   

 



    Can you Believe It?  
The resurrection offers this wild hope and this summons to keep following the way of 

costly love. But can you believe it?  Can an intelligent person believe this claim?   
I believe very strongly that Jesus’ resurrection makes sense historically, that Jesus 

resurrection is plausible historically and that it is next to impossible to explain the beginnings 
of the church without it.  

Indeed, when you consider the alternatives  such as that Jesus didn’t die or the disciples 
had a vision of Jesus alive, none of them can explain how people professed even with the threat 
of their own death that Jesus was indeed the Messiah and that the kingdom had come.  We know 
of others who claimed to be the Messiah at this time. When they died, you either went for a new 
leader or dropped the movement.  Whereas the eyewitnesses of Jesus’ resurrection carried this 
claim to their death. And they professed that Jesus had won the victory over sin and death, the 
kingdom had come.  Hard to see why they held onto that claim if he hadn’t. 

But let’s be clear. This is very unusual event. Which is perhaps why Matthew tells us that 
some doubted; they had a hard time wrapping their minds around what was happening.  Part of 
the reason is because of what’s being claimed in this story.   Matthew or any other  NT writer is 
not saying that every once in a while people rise from the dead and this is one of them. Nor are 
they claiming that Jesus was resuscitated – only to die again. No, they are claiming that Jesus 
passed through death and came out the other side with a new body, never to die again!   This has 
not happened before Jesus and is not expected to happen again until the final renewal of all 
creation.     This is a one-time event, the great sign, as Paul writes in his letter to the Corinthians, 
of which the fulfillment will come in the final renewal of all creation.    
 Now look, this can take a while to wrap your mind around and you may have more 
questions than these and I’d love to hear them.  It’s been so important to have a place like our 
class on doubt two years ago where we can ask our questions.  It’s important at some point to 
examine the evidence. 

                  
Putting the Resurrection at the Center 

Matthew, like the other New Testament writers, does give us evidence like the empty 
tomb and the resurrection appearances.   He does something more though. He invites us to put 
the resurrection at the center of our understanding and vision and note how everything becomes 
clearer and different as a result.  

C. S. Lewis wrote these words: “I believe in the sun not only because I can see it but 
because by it I can see the rest of the world clearly.”   “I believe in the sun not only because I can 
see it but because by it I can see the rest of the world clearly.”   I believe in Jesus’ resurrection 
not only because it makes sense historically, but because by it the story of the entire Bible, the 
story of  God, the story of the world, and the story of our lives comes into focus  As the great 
short story teller, Flannery O’conner puts it in the mouth of one of her characters. If the 
resurrection is true, “everything changes”. It changes everything.   
          
 
 
 
 
 
 



 I want to invite you this morning to do what Matthew challenges us to do as we hear this 
story. I want to invite you to put the resurrection at the center of your knowing and being in the 
world, to let it re-shape your life in the world. To let this wild hope permeate your heart, soul and 
mind.  Consider this: 

Have you been knocked off of your feet and overwhelmed by physical or mental or 
emotional pain? As debilitating as these losses can be, they are not the end of the story. New 
creation is coming because Guess what! Christ is risen from the dead.  

Are you struggling with the life of prayer and meditation in an  Epicurean culture that 
doesn’t take God’s involvement seriously?  God is involved more deeply in the world that we 
could have imagined in Jesus’ life and death and the groaning of the Spirit.  Our prayers are not 
in vain. The reason? Guess what: Christ is risen from the dead.  

Are you overwhelmed by our nation’s tattered history of colonization?  The way of 
repentance and costly love has been opened up to us because Guess what! Christ is risen from 
the dead. 

Have you been weighed down by the wounds that we inflict on one another as family and 
friends and church?  The promise of healing and forgiveness is present because Guess what: 
Christ is risen from the dead. 

Have you been despairing in your work?  Paul writes the Corinthians to say that your 
labor is not in vain, because Guess what! Christ is risen from the dead 
  Are you paralyzed by the overwhelming challenge of climate change?  We can resist 
those forces and live differently because Guess what: Christ is risen from the dead.  

Are you disqualifying yourself from life with God because of your own failures?  We 
know that mercy is greater than the messes we make because Guess what: Christ is risen from 
the dead.  
 Are you indifferent towards God because you question the assurance of his love?  There 
is no stronger sign of God’s unwavering commitment to love and restore you than this:  Guess 
what:  Christ is risen from the dead. 

I stand here to declare today that the costly love of God has won over the powers of evil 
and death – and his love will win forever.  Why? Because  Guess What: Christ is risen from the 
dead.   


